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Abstract
Introduction: Dermal fillers industry is ever-expanding. Tens, if not hundreds, of brands are available to purchase legally or illegally. I have attempted
in this paper to develop a scoring system for Hyaluronic acid dermal fillers
that makes an injector’s verdict objective, fair and unbiased, and injection
experience safer. Theoretically speaking, the worst filler will have, at least,
−12 score and the best will have a score of 34 points. Some scoring points do
not exist in any filler, suggesting hints to improve all brands. Objectives: To
build a Hyaluronic acid dermal filler scoring system that deals with what the
injector can easily read, see or experience on their own without using sophisticated technologies or the need to understand or estimate the physics or the
chemistry behind the filler. Using a scoring system that depends more on objective than subjective findings will be easy and unbiased to apply, more practical. The scoring system structure should be holistic rather than being only
results centered and more focused on safety.
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1. Introduction
Speaking only about the major dermal filler manufacturers, the global dermal
fillers market size was valued at USD 3.47 Billion in 2018 and is projected to
reach USD 6.3 Billion by 2026. Hyaluronic acid takes the biggest share of the
dermal filler market that is estimated by (77.2%) [1].
There are tens, maybe hundreds, of other less known Hyaluronic acid dermal
filler brands worldwide produced by national, local or wholesale manufacturers,
and sold through distributors, third parties or online to find their way sometimes to customers in countries even with strict pharmaceutical regulations.
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When injectors are offered Hyaluronic acid dermal filler brands that they have
never heard of to try, here comes the need for a scoring system.
United States of America Food & Drug Administration (FDA) approval and
major manufacturers’ reputation definitely matter. However, Hyaluronic acid
dermal fillers are injected all over the world in other countries that have their
own regulating authorities. FDA is an American federal agency that is responsible for protecting and promoting public health [2]. However, as any other authority, FDA still faces criticism [3]-[8]. Growing manufacturers may be unfairly
judged despite having a considerably good Hyaluronic acid filler [6].

2. Methods
While designing a Hyaluronic acid dermal filler scoring system (see Table 1), I
considered the following points:
1) The scoring system deals with what the injector can easily read, see or experience on their own without using sophisticated technologies e.g. 3D cameras
and without the need to understand or estimate the physics or the chemistry behind the Hyaluronic acid dermal filler e.g. innovations in crosslinking or superiority in physical properties. Approvals by official bodies and scientific literature can fill the gap and are considered as scoring points.
2) The scoring system depends more on objective than subjective findings,
meaning that several aspects can be accurately judged by absolute findings, unlike other scoring scales that depend mainly on subjective criteria (Table 2) by
assessing the wrinkles severity or variation of injected area volume over time and
sometimes demand sophisticated technologies, injection associated pain and
discomfort scoring or patient satisfaction scoring. The thing that makes my
scoring system more practical, easier to be applied, more focused on safety, holistic rather than being only results centered and accordingly unique in literature.
3) The scoring system does not only depend on judging the filler substance,
but also comprises other components of the package e.g. the syringe, the needle,
the manufacturer, the evidence, etc.
4) The scoring system does not consider individual variations regarding skills,
techniques or personal injector preferences.
5) The scoring system has minus grades for mentioned, or even unmentioned,
absolutely contraindicated findings that may threaten the patient safety if they
were just reported even by another injector or in a literature source at least once.
Other unfavorable, yet not dangerous, findings should be personally experienced
more than twice to be considered in the grading process.
6) The scoring system gives zero grade to positive yet basic characteristics of
the product. Such characteristics are critical for patient safety.
7) Official prices were not considered as a factor in the scoring process.
8) Theoretically speaking, the worst filler will have, at least, −12 score and the
best will have a score of 34 points.
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Table 1. Abdelmoez Hyaluronic acid dermal filler scoring system.
The Score

1

Manufacturer
(Check the reputation of the manufacturer and
if it is a real, physically existing identity
with real address and real country of origin)

2

Approval
(Check if the brand is approved by different approval entities.
Pending or expired approvals don not count)

0: Non-approved
1: CE mark, else [19]
2: Nationally
approved [20]
3: US FDA
approved [21]

3

Evidence based quality
(Check if there is, at least one, scientific literature proving the
brand quality or uniqueness of technology. Must be
published in a reputable journal without conflict of interest)

0: Non-approved
2: Approved by
technology name
2: Approved by brand
name
4: Approved by both






Boxing
Unique design*
Clear differentiation of varieties
like using different colors,
mentioning variety name clearly,
concentrations and cross-linking
Proof of authenticity or online
anti-faking element (through
an application or a website)

Sealing
(of each syringe)
4

Packaging
Pamphlet included:
Multilingual (including the country
of the distribution, Technical
details included)




o
o
o
o

5
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0: Unreal
1: Real







(0 - 3)

−1: Not sealed
0: Sealed
1: General product
details printed
on the seal
2: General and unique
product details
printed on the seal
−1: No
Fairly detailed: 0
Perfectly detailed: 1

Uniqueness of sticker
Unique Serial number on the sticker
Online usable for authenticity check
Serial number is barcoded
Point for each
Several stickers (at least 4):
(0 - 4)
One for treatment plan.
One for consent.
One for charging sheet.
One for nursing procedure logbook.

Needles
Flexibility
Caliber-concentration matching
Sharpness after multiple entries
Smooth movement on extraction**
Cannula is supplied
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Continued
Uniqueness of design*






6

7

Syringe
Ergonometrics/Design

Hand friendly grip
360˚ rotatable barrel
flange***
360˚ rotatable
plunger flange***
360˚ rotatable luer
lock system***
360˚ grading visibility***
Aspiration friendly design

(0 - 6)

−1: Yes, for each
incident
0: No

Luer lock system
dislocation accidents

−1: Reported,
for each incident
0: Not reported

Grading marks and clear
differentiation of varieties
like concentrations and
grades of cross-linking

−1: Lost, for each
incident
0: Sticker on syringe
1: Printed on syringe

Each variety has a unique
syringe color/hue

−1: No
0: Yes

Ease of injection

−1: Heterogenous
resistances
experienced during
injection using the
same syringe
0: Homogenous but
too easy or too hard
considering
concentration and
cross-linking
1: Reasonable

Pliability vs Stability

−1: Major migration
incident reported,
for each incident
0: Still Pliable
after one week
0: Integrated with
tissues before
one week
1: Pliable till the
first weekends then
it starts to integrate

Substance

332

Point for each

Plunger tip dislocation from the
rubber seal during aspiration
incident reported

Being inert
(Reactions or granuloma incidences)
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Longevity
(Depending on self,
more than 2 case reports)

−1: Mostly disappears
before half of the
expected span ends
−1: Mostly persists
after double of the
expected span ends,
for each incident
1: Mostly disappears
by the end of the
expected span,
for each incident
0: Between above
−1 and 1 scores

Lidocaine added

0: No
1: Yes

Actual Volume = Graded Volume

−1: No
0: Yes

Any other
specification/incident
that can absolutely
endanger the
patient safety

−1: Yes
0: No

Total Score
*: Unique design can be considered as an evidence that the product is not made by a wholesale manufacturer; **: Smooth needle extraction without getting caught up/jammed with the skin, especially lips, during
retrograde injection ensures equal thickness along the filler injected thread; ***: The four marked points
will fulfill the perfect injection grip elements: comfortable fingers positioning, visible grading and correct
direction of the needle bevel on both sides of patient’s face.

Table 2. Examples of popular subjective scoring systems that assess the wrinkles severity
or variation of injected area volume over time.
Wrinkle Severity Rating Scale (WSRS) [9]
Global Aesthetic Improvement Scale (GAIS) [10]
Medicis Lip Fullness Scale [11]
The Initial Allergan Lip Fullness Scale (iLFS) [12]
The Revised Allergan Lip Fullness Scale (LFS) [12]
Glabellar Severity Score [13]
Mid-Face Volume Deficit Scale (MFVDS) [14]
Lemperle Rating Scale (LRS) [15]
Merz Hand Grading Scale [16]
5-Point Wrinkle Assessment Scale (WAS) [17]
Modified Fitzpatrick Wrinkle Scale (MFWS) [18]

9) Majority of the points focus on patient safety, quality of injection experienced and results seen by the injector.
10) Some scoring points do not exist in any filler, suggesting hints to improve
all products.
DOI: 10.4236/jcdsa.2019.94030
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11) The importance of such a score is more prominent in countries with permissive regulations regarding filler brands allowed to use.

3. Discussion
My scoring system essentially depends on my experience. Feedback is required
from readers side to check how practical the scoring system is and if it significantly relates to the procedure results and customer satisfaction. Next target is
other dermal fillers and neuromodulators.

4. Conclusion
In the era of countless dermal filler brands and ever-growing market, a practical
and unbiased scoring system is needed to emphasize product quality and patient
safety.
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